




NQF-In is a policy-oriented research project using 
comparative analysis across 7 EU countries

The main goal of the NQF-IN project is to provide
evidence-based support to national governments, EU
agencies and key stakeholders in developing policies on
including non-formal sector qualification into NQFs.

This will be done by:

1. providing systematised knowledge on the
organisational and financial solutions applied in seven
EU countries on including non-formal sector
qualifications into their NQFs through 7 Country
Reports

2. developing organisational and financial models on
including non-formal sector qualifications into NQFs.



Defining ‘non-formal’ qualifications:

In the NQF-IN project, and for the seminar, ‘non-formal

qualifications’ are defined as awards/qualifications

provided outside of state-supported training and

education contexts, regardless of whether they are

formally ‘included’ in the NFQ or not, including CPD, in-

service and work-based learning.



FINAL CONFERENCE
5-6  June, 2018

Save the date! A conference on developing 
models for including non-formal sector 
qualifications in NQFs 

Please save the dates of June 5-6, 2018 to 
join us in Warsaw, Poland for a conference 
entitled “Developing models of the inclusion 
of non-formal sector qualifications in 
national qualifications frameworks – the 
experiences of European countries”, 
organised by the NQF-IN Project.



NQF-In Erasmus+ project 2015 - 2017

“Developing organisational and financial models for including non-formal sector qualifications in 
National Qualifications Frameworks” 

http://www.nqf-in.eu/.

COUNTRY REPORT FOR IRELAND

Findings from a small-scale, ‘usefully-representative’  survey

Round-table event
5 December 2016

QQI Offices, 10 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2
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7 NATIONAL SEMINARS
Spring 2018

2 questions posed initially for the Irish Seminar:

1.  Should a broader range of qualifications be 

included in the Irish NFQ, and if so, how?

2.  Should the NFQ be used to control access to the 

market for education and training qualifications?

One emerging trend from conversations……

Interest in a common system of advance credit-rating of 
CPD learning events which are meaningful in their 
specific context…

and which would have added value if they could have 
some ‘formal’ relationship with the NFQ

…. but without an arduous administrative process or 
prohibitive costs.



Excluding RPL/VNFIL  ----- 4 points

1. RPL/VNFIL generally applies to assessment/validation of PRIOR learning in relation to 
awards/qualifications/NOS already in existence.

2. It is conceptually difficult to justify treating ‘non-formal qualifications’ in the same way as 
learning from experience in the VNFIL ‘industry’ (also argued by UNESCO).

3. It is conceptually difficult to describe non-formal qualifications as ‘partial’ qualifications in 
relation to existing qualifications.

4. Too-much policy EU energy has already gone into RPL/VNFIL. Different thinking is now required.



Findings from a small-scale survey among DIT staff on trends and futures

SECTORS:

- Pharmaceuticals

- ICT and software design

- Transport and logistics

- Food science and innovation

- Engineering and construction



1. Minor awards of 5-20 ECTS credits have been useful for 
up-skilling and re-skilling during the recession and to 
quickly address skills shortages currently, including 
LMA/Springboard models.

6. Sectors with dispersed workers are increasingly looking 
for online qualifications.

2. Partnerships and accreditation arrangements (linking) 
between companies/organisations/sectors and HE at levels 
from 6- 9 have made CPD more valued and have reduced 
the need for organisations to be ‘providers’ themselves.

7. Industry partners find the QA demands around validation 
and assessment particularly difficult. They trust HE to 
provide public confidence in their training.

3. In high-demand sectors, there will still be a market for 
‘non-accredited CPD training’ which has value within the 
sector. Having HE accreditation is a bonus but is not 
essential.

8. Brexit has increased interest in cross-border and 
international CPD qualifications.

4. In sectors considered to be ‘high-risk’ there will always 
be a demand for formal accreditation.

9. Companies and organisations which stopped providing 
CPD during the recession are now more strategic about 
getting best value – by setting up their own ‘branded’ 
academies, or by using private providers, or by linking with 
HE.

5. Companies and organisations in regulated sectors will 
continue to send staff directly to HE for CPD, particularly at 
post-graduate level.

10. It is likely that there will be more ‘consortia’ models of 
CPD making arrangements with HE, probably with the 
expectation that in-house CPD will be integrated into the 
models.



Trends specific to HE at operational levels

1. The moratorium on staff recruitment (both full-time and hourly-
paid)  greatly reduced capacity to offer either formal or non-formal 
CPD for over a decade now.

2. Cost-recovery models of CPD provision impact negatively on the 
scope of CPD possible in publicly-funded HE relative to private 
providers.

3. Increasing regulation of ‘formal’ awards and their administrative 
costs will probably reduce HE’s willingness to provide non-
accredited CPD courses even when they are on a cost-recovery 
basis.



SECTORS DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES

- Increasing trend towards sector-specific CPD and systems to reward 
individuals for learning activities.

- Some professional bodies have long-standing CPD recording systems.

- Newer sectors are developing advance credit-rating of learning events
such as in-service training, publications, conferences, etc.

Robert Butler, Head of Learning and Development, CFI, provided 
particular analysis of trends and drivers for this seminar.



CIF – CPD trends and drivers
850 companies on the Construction Industry Register with common approaches to CPD in obligatory topics 
such as Health and Safety, Building Regulations, etc.

‘ …the trend is for development of more formalised structures for learning with  accreditation from credible
sources’.

‘ manufacturing companies are setting up their own academies to drive CPD…sometimes free to members..’

It is now an accepted culture that all staff will require some level of CPD…

‘If the relationship between the NFQ and CPD is too-arduous, companies are likely to go the non-accredited 
route when CPD is urgent.’

If a credit-rated CPD system leads directly to next-step-up it would be very welcome…difficult to say if such a 
system could be developed without significant changes to the current ‘NFQ’ system…but CIF is willing to work 
with QQI to explore possibilities.











An agreed, common system for CPD advance credit-rating and levelling to 
the NFQ? 


